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Kurzfassung

Die vorliegende Arbeit befasst sich mit der Herstellung von Energietransfersystemen aus
Nanoröhren und Farbstoffen, und deren Charakterisierung mithilfe optischer Methoden.
Die Nanoröhren-Farbstoffkomplexe werden gebildet indem eine chromophore Einheit, hier
ein Perylenderivat, in das Tensid, das die Nanoröhre in Lösung hält, eingebaut wird. Das
Perylen setzt sich über eine Interaktion der π-Orbitale der Nanoröhre mit den π-Orbitalen
des Farbstoffes nicht-kovalent auf die Wand der Nanoröhre. Diese räumliche Nähe
ermöglicht einen Förster-Resonanzenergietransferprozess mit einem Abstand zwischen
Donor und Akzeptor weit unterhalb des Förster-Radius, und dementsprechend mit
einer Transfereffizienz nahe eins. Der Energietransfer beruht auf einer Dipol-Dipol
Wechselwirkung, die die intrinischen optoelektronischen Eigenschaften der Nanoröhre nicht
ändert, aber einen neuen Anregungskanal über die Absorptionsbande der Chromophore
eröffnet. Dieser zusätzliche Anregungskanal wird durch Photolumineszenzmessungen
charakterisiert.

Zehn funktionale Tenside wurden entworfen, alle mit ähnlichem chromophoren Kern,
jedoch mit verschiedenartigen hydrophoben Einheiten für Wasserlöslichkeit sowie un-
terschiedlichen Alkylketten für die Individualisierung der Röhren. Die zehn Moleküle
unterscheiden sich in ihrer Eignung als Tensid und in ihrer Neigung, Energietransferkom-
plexe mit den Nanoröhren zu formen. Mit diesen Daten können wir einen Leitfaden für
das Design funktionaler Tenside aufstellen. Die Transfereffizienzen und Anregungscharak-
teristiken der Energietransferkomplexe werden analysiert und geben Aufschluss über die
Morphologie der Chromophorenadsorption auf der Nanoröhre.

Alle Nanoröhrenproben, die mit Perylenderivattensiden solubilisiert werden, weisen
eine von herkömmlichen Tensiden abweichende Lumineszenzintensitätsverteilung über
die Chiralitäten auf. Der physikalische Mechanismus hinter dieser chiralitätsspezifischen
Luminenszenzverstärkung wird durch resonante Ramanprofile sowie das Schwellen von
mit Gallensäurentensid solubilisierten Nanoröhren mit organischen Lösungsmitteln und
verschiedenen Farbstoffen ergründet. Diese Daten lassen darauf schließen, daß sowohl
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präferenzielle Solubiliserung durch das Perylenderivattensid als auch chiralitätsspezifische
verbesserte Entbündelung durch die enthaltene aromatische Moietät zu den Unterschieden
gegenüber der Lumineszenzintensitätsverteilung mit Gallensäurentensid solubilisierter
Nanoröhren beitragen.
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Abstract

In this thesis we create nanotube-chromophore energy transfer systems and characterize
them optically. The nanotube-chromophore complexes are devised through the incorpora-
tion of a chromophoric perylene derived unit into the surfactant. The functional perylene
unit π-π stacks on the nanotube wall. This close proximity results in a Förster resonance
energy transfer at a distance much smaller than the Förster radius from the dye into the
tube, yielding transfer efficiencies of almost unity. The energy transfer is mediated by
a dipole-dipole interaction which does not alter the nanotube’s intrinsic optoelectronic
properties, but opens an additional channel for the excitation of the nanotube in the
absorption band of the chromophore. This additional channel is characterized through
photoluminescence measurements.
Ten functional surfactants were designed, all featuring a similar chromophoric core.

The hydrophobic units for water solubility and alkyl chains for nanotube individualization
were varied. All surfactants differ in their individualization capabilities as well as their
propensity for forming energy transfer complexes. This approach yields a guideline for the
tailored design of functional surfactants. The efficiencies and excitation characteristics
of the energy transfer complexes are analyzed to shed light on the morphology of the
chromophore adsorption on the nanotube.

All samples solubilized with a perylene-based surfactant show an altered luminescence
intensity pattern across the chiralities. The mechanism behind this chirality specific
luminescence intensity enhancement is investigated through resonant Raman profiles, as
well as swelling of bile salt suspended nanotubes with organic solvents and chromophores.
These measurements indicate that both preferential solubilization and chirality-specific
enhanced debundling through the aromatic moiety are responsible for the differences
between perylene-based surfactants and bile salts.
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1 | Motivation

Carbon nanotubes have held the fascination of the scientific community in the two decades
since their discovery in 1991 for two reasons: For one, they are the epitome of a truly
one dimensional material and, consequently, an ideal test bed for the behavior of low-
dimensional systems. Dimensionality plays a large role in many fundamental concepts
in solid state physics. For instance, in 1D systems the density of states does not follow
a
√
E behavior as in a single band in bulk, or a stepped function like in 2D materials.

The density of states in 1D systems is characterized by a sequence of peaks followed by
a 1/
√
E behavior, see Sec. 2.1.1. Consequently, unlike in higher dimensional systems,

optical transitions between higher excited electronic states are generally well defined.
Lack of charge screening in 1D systems leads to extraordinarily high excitonic binding
energies on the order of several 100 meV, causing the actual single particle band structure
to retreat into the background, and being replaced by the corresponding excitonic bands,
see Sec. 2.1.2. While these and other features characteristic of 1D physics have been
explained, the jury is still out on several more. For instance, the question whether charge
carriers in metallic 1D materials obey Fermi-Dirac statistics or whether they are better
described by a Luttinger liquid remains open.[1] Equally unanswered as of yet is the
question of whether phase transitions, such as in superconductivity, can take place in 1D
systems at all.[2] So, without doubt, carbon nanotubes still harbor new physics.

The other reason nanotubes are extensively studied is for their potential applications.
Carbon nanotubes are outstanding electrical and thermal conductors,[3; 4] they possess
unsurpassed mechanical strength,[5] and they emit in the near infrared, a region important
in biomedical applications owing to a spectral window of relative tissue transparency.[6]

This thesis comes out on both sides. While we closely characterize the complex quantum
system formed by putting together nanotubes and chromophores optically in terms of
fundamental physics, we are acutely aware of the potential applications of such systems.
Nanotubes exhibit ballistic transport properties, but only interact with light of very specific
energies, namely, where the energy for an allowed optical transition of the nanotube is
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1. Motivation

met. These energies are very different for different nanotube chiralities, see Sec. 2.1.1.
Furthermore, the oscillator strength of carbon nanotubes at 0.01 per C-atom is much lower
than that of many dyes.[7] Perylene for instance has a tenfold higher oscillator strength.[8]
By combining both systems, we intended to tap the strengths of the nanotube, i. e., the
ballistic transport properties, and the light-interaction properties of the chromophore.
The ultra efficient energy transfer functionally linking the two systems boasts transfer
efficiencies close to unity and was attained by non-covalent functionalization through a
π-π stacking mechanism.[9; 10]

In nanotube technology, a big problem is posed by the inherent polydispersity of
nanotube samples. Currently, it is not possible to grow monochiral samples, and ex-post
separation is very inefficient, Sec. 2.1.4. Being able to excite all nanotube chiralities at
the same energy, i. e., in the absorption band of the chromophore, is a large advantage
for immensely promising devices such as nanotube based optical transistors. Nanotube
field effect transistors have high on/off ratios, fast response times owed to extremely
high mobilities, and can be made very small, in effect only limited by the size of the
contact. This makes them a long-time favorite of nanotechnologists.[11; 12; 13] Using light
instead of voltage as the gating parameter for a transistor is particularly appealing for
applications for which speed is paramount. With the additional chromophoric excitation
band in the nanotube-chromophore complexes, photocurrent can be generated with a
single wavelength excitation for any nanotube chirality. Consequently, the tube used in an
optical transistor can be of any semiconducting chirality. Efficient methods for separating
nanotubes by electronic type have been reported repeatedly, see Sec. 2.1.4.

For the same reason, biomedical applications will also benefit from dye-sensitized
nanotubes. Nanotubes can be used to deliver drugs precisely, or dispense heat highly
locally upon irradiation in the near infrared, destroying targeted tissues.[6] Tracking
nanotubes in biological surroundings is currently done with traditional fluorophores or
radioactive labeling.[14] Traditional fluorophores are sizable, and thus counteract some of
the much desired physical characteristics of the nanotube, i. e., their size, which allows
them to be readily distributed in tissues. "Seeing" all nanotubes after irradiation at
one wavelength without the cost of significantly increased size and the use of radioactive
materials is preferable for reasons of simplicity, stability, and biocompatibility. In our
studies, we have taken care to strive for biocompatibility, using for instance polyglycerol
dendrons for the hydrophilic part of the designer surfactants. Polyglycerol dendrons
are known to not interact with proteins, and are also used in the coating of non-fouling
surfaces.[15]

Furthermore, dye-sensitization is potentially of tremendous interest for the solar cell
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industry. Nanotubes can be sensitized with different dyes, covering the entire UV and
visible excitation spectrum. The high optical cross section of the dye together with the
ultra efficient energy transfer into the tube, followed by the ballistic transport in the
nanotube itself, make this an ideal system for light-to-current conversion applications,
especially when one considers that the creation of the nanotube-chromophore energy
transfer complexes is achieved in solution and is consequently completely scalable.[9]
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2 | Introduction

2.1. Carbon nanotubes

Carbon nanotubes were first discovered in 1991 by Sumio Ijima in their multiwalled
form,[16] single walled carbon nanotubes were first reported two years later.[17; 18] Single
walled nanotubes are hollow cylinders of sp2 bonded carbon, their diameter is on the
order of 1 nm with macroscopic lengths. While initially nanotubes were characterized
with electron microscopy, it was quickly realized that the truly remarkable thing about
them are their mechanical strength and optoelectronic properties. In 1992 Hamada et
al. and Saito et al. showed through tight binding and zone folding calculations that the
electronic structure of the nanotube crucially depends on the precise morphology of the
tube due to quantum confinement effects perpendicular to the nanotube axis.[19; 20]
Consequently, both metallic and semiconducting nanotubes exist.

Carbon nanotubes can be rationalized as rolled up graphene sheets, Fig 2.1. The tube
formed by identifying the start and end points of the chiral vector C with each other is
referred to as the (n,m) chirality, where C = na1 +ma2, and a1, a2 are the graphene
lattice vectors. C is then simply the tube circumference. Two kinds of tubes exhibit a
high degree of symmetry: Armchair tubes are of the (n, n) type with chiral angle θ = 30◦,
zigzag tubes have (n, 0) and, consequently, θ = 0◦, see Fig 2.1.
From the chirality both the diameter, d, and the chiral angle, θ, can be calculated

easily:

d =
|C|
π

=
a0
π

√
n2 + nm+m2

θ = arccos
a1 ·C
|a1| · |C|

= arccos
n+m/2√

n2 + nm+m2
,

(2.1)

where a0 is the length of the graphene lattice vector, 2.46 Å.
The unit cell length of a carbon nanotube varies tremendously depending on the
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2. Introduction

a1

a2

armchair

zigzag

C

θ

(9,3)

Figure 2.1. Carbon nanotube morphology: The circumference of any tube is the chiral
vector C. Here, C = 9a1 + 3a2, and the resulting tube is thus known as (9,3). The angle
between a1 and C is known as the chiral angle θ.

chirality, and is generally given by

a =

√
n2 + nm+m2

nR
, (2.2)

where R = 3 for (n-m)/3n integer and R = 1 otherwise. For the full geometrical
derivation see Ref. [21].

2.1.1. Nanotube band structure

The nanotube band structure is related to the graphene band structure. In the graphene
dispersion relation, Fig. 2.2, conduction and valence bands touch in six points, known as
the Dirac points, of which two are inequivalent, K and K’. The dispersion relation near the
K points is linear, resulting in the conical structures called Dirac cones. The states close
to the Fermi energy are in general also the states that contribute to the optoelectronic
properties, hence it is the linear parts of the dispersion relation that govern the behavior
of graphene for most of the relevant physical processes.

The nanotube band structure can be derived from the graphene band structure. The
wave vectors along the tube axis, k||, are identical to those of graphene. However, the
wave vectors perpendicular to the tube axis k⊥ are quantized with boundary condition
j · λ = |C| = π · d, yielding for k⊥
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2.1. Carbon nanotubes

Figure 2.2. Energy dispersion relation for graphene. The six points where valence and
conduction band touch are known as Dirac points K and K’. From Ref. [22].

k⊥ =
2π

λ
=

2π

|C|
· j =

2

d
· j (2.3)

with integer j.[21] This means the dispersion relation for carbon nanotubes is given by
a set of one dimensional subbands. Figure 2.3 shows the contour plot of the graphene
band structure with a superimposed Brillouin zone of a metallic carbon nanotube (left)
and a semiconducting nanotube (right). The allowed states fall into a series of subbands,
depicted as dashed lines. The spacing of the subbands is dictated by the diameter of the
nanotube, while the tilt with respect to kx is determined by the chiral angle. Figure 2.3 a
gives the Brillouin zone of a metallic carbon nanotube: The K points are allowed states,
i. e., lie on the subbands. Analogously, none of the subbands in Fig. 2.3 b contain a K
point, consequently, there is no allowed state at the Fermi energy, indicating that the
corresponding nanotube is semiconducting. Every carbon nanotube has a unique set of
subbands with respect to the graphene dispersion relation. These subbands follow directly
from the nanotube morphology described by the chiral vector (n,m).

The electronic density of states is strongly dependent on the dimensionality of a given
system. A one-dimensional system like a nanotube exhibits a 1/

√
E behavior for every

subband; the peaked DOS is called van-Hove singularity. A derivation of the precise
analytical expression can be found, for instance, in Ref. [21]. The density of states
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2. Introduction

Figure 2.3. Contour plot of the electronic structure of graphene with superimposed
nanotube Brillouin zones (dashed lines). (a) shows the band structure of a metallic
nanotube; note how the K points lie on the subbands. The band structure in (b) belongs
to a semiconducting nanotube, none of the K points is an allowed state. From Ref. [22].

obtained for semiconducting tubes is shown in Fig. 2.4.
Selection rules dictate the optically allowed transitions. Photons polarized parallely

to the tube axis can effect transitions between subbands with equal indices, i. e., lift an
electron from the ith valence to the ith conduction band. The energies of these transitions
are then called Eii. Light polarized perpendicularly to the tube axis has to result in
a subband change of one, for instance lifting an electron from the second valence to
the first conduction band; the corresponding transition energy is E21. These transverse
transitions are highly suppressed due to a strong depolarization by the nanotube, the
so-called antenna effect.[24] Consequently, the dominant optical transitions are those
between subbands of the same index.

2.1.2. Excitonic effects

Initially, optical transitions in nanotubes were construed as band-to-band transitions.
The experimental transition energies were much smaller than the theoretically predicted
ones, but correct chirality assignments were made based on the pattern of transition
energies of different chiralities.[25] This discrepancy disappeared once many-body effects
were taken into account. Ab initio calculations pointed towards binding energies on the
order of several 100 meV for dark and bright excitons,[26; 27] which were experimentally
confirmed in two-photon absorption measurements.[28; 29]
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2.1. Carbon nanotubes

Figure 2.4. DOS calculated for a generic semiconducting nanotube (full line), and three
semiconducting nanotubes (dashed, dotted, dash-dotted) with an ab-initio ansatz. All
energies and densities were scaled with a dimensionless parameter accounting for the
diameter of the tube. From Ref. [23].

Contributions to the energy difference between the single-particle and the many-body
picture stem primarily from the electron-electron interaction, which increases the transition
energies, and the Coulomb interaction between the electron and the hole, which decreases
the exciton’s energy. Accounting for both effects, the transition energies are reduced
by several 100 meV compared to the band-to-band transitions. For a detailed review
see Ref [30]. For every transition, the corresponding bands in the single-particle picture
become excitonic bands with additional selection rules, detailed below. The single-particle
states still exist, however, they lose importance because the oscillator strength shifts
towards the strongly bound optically allowed excitonic states. The single-particle states
are commonly referred to as the continuum states.

In nanotubes, the lowest lying state in the single particle bands is four-fold degenerate,
once with respect to spin, and once with respect to valley (K or K’). This degeneracy
is lifted in the excitonic picture:[31] the lowest energy exciton is a symmetric linear
combination of an electron and a hole from the same valley with the same spin and
has thus zero circumferential angular momentum. Because of the even symmetry of its
wavefunction, it cannot couple to light. The energetically second lowest exciton is also
comprised of an electron and a hole from the same valley, but with opposite spins. These
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2. Introduction

excitons are optically bright. The two other excitons consist of electrons and holes from
different valleys and are thus also dark.
Consequently, in single photon spectroscopy we see the lowest lying bright exciton

instead of the actual band-to-band transition. In the remainder of this manuscript the
transitions introduced above as E11, E22, and so on, will refer to these excitonic transitions,
not the band-to-band transitions.

2.1.3. Photoluminescence of nanotubes

Photoluminescence in carbon nanotubes was first reported in 2002[32] and quickly became
one of the primary tools for identifying the chirality of single semiconducting nanotubes,
and characterizing the chirality distribution of polydisperse nanotube samples. The reason
it took a decade from the discovery of single walled nanotubes to the first observation of
their luminescence is that nanotubes bundle strongly owing to their extended π-orbitals. In
bundles, excitons created in semiconducting nanotubes can transit into metallic nanotubes,
where they recombine non-radiatively. Consequently, photoluminescence in nanotube
bundles is quenched. With time, protocols for efficient nanotube dispersion and individu-
alization were devised, typically involving one or several surfactants, ultrasonication, and
centrifugation.
The photoluminescence process in semiconducting carbon nanotubes involves three

steps. Radiative excitation at one of the transition energies (E11, E22, E33, · · · ) induces
an electron-hole pair in the corresponding excitonic band. Subsequently, intersubband
relaxation takes place, both electron and hole relax non-radiatively to the lowest excited
states, E11, from where radiative recombination takes place, see Fig 2.5.
The time scale of the photoluminescence is still under debate, as both the tube’s

dielectric environment as well as defects reduce lifetimes considerably. Generally agreed
upon is the intersubband relaxation. At low excitation densities, i. e., at excitation
densities in which the PL intensity dependence on pump fluence is linear, intersubband
recombination was reported to occur on a time scale of several 10 fs. Two color pump-
probe experiments yield relaxation times around 40 fs for the relaxation from E22 to
E11 and 65 fs from E33 to E11.[33] The radiative lifetime on the other hand is highly
sensitive on the tube’s environment. Calculations for room temperature tubes in vacuum
result in radiative life times on the order of tens of ns.[34; 35] In experimental reports
the photoluminescence decay takes place in tens of ps. However, once non-radiative
recombination rates as extracted from measurements of quantum yield are taken into
account, these results diverge widely, resulting in radiative lifetimes between 10 ns and
3µs.[36; 37] Ultimately, the quantum yield, and with it the photoluminescence decay,
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2.1. Carbon nanotubes

Figure 2.5. Photoluminescence process in semiconducting carbon nanotubes: Excitation
at the E22 transition energy is followed by non-radiative relaxation into the E11 state,
from which the radiative recombination occurs. From Ref. [25].

strongly depends on the preparation conditions of the nanotube: Excitons in a one
dimensional system are in effect unshielded against environmental influences. Quantum
yields as high as 7% have been achieved for long suspended nanotubes, while typical
values for surfactant suspended tubes in aqueous solution are below 0.1%.[38]

A widely used tool in nanotube PL spectroscopy is the photoluminescence excitation
map, see Fig. 2.6. By measuring the photoluminescence emission for a range of excitation
energies, a 3D map is formed. In a PLE map, the y-axis corresponds to the excitation
wavelengths and the x-axis to the emission wavelengths. Consequently, every peak in the
white ellipse in Fig. 2.6 corresponds to the E22 excitation energy and the E11 emission
energy of a particular chirality.

E11 and E22 are given by

E11 =
2γ0a0
d

+ (−1)ν
t11 cos 3θ

d2

E22 =
4γ∗0a0
d
− (−1)ν

t22 cos 3θ

d2
,

(2.4)

where a0 is the lattice constant, d is the nanotube diameter, θ is the chiral angle, ν is
given by n−m (mod 3), and γ0, γ∗0 , t11, and t22 are parameters.[38] Plotting these data
against the inverse diameter 1/d yields the so-called Kataura plot, Fig. 2.7. For every
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2. Introduction

Figure 2.6. Photoluminescence excitation map for a polydisperse carbon nanotube sample.
Excitation wavelengths are on the y-axis, emission wavelengths on the x-axis. Every peak
is characterized by a unique combination of E11 and E22 transition energies, corresponding
to a certain nanotube chirality. From Ref. [25].

transition E11, E22, . . . a clear 1/d dependence is evident, as dictated by the first terms
in Eq. (2.4). From this linear relationship branches emanate, tilting to lower and higher
transition energies. This deviation from the linear relationship stems from the second
terms in Eq. (2.4), which are owed to the so-called trigonal warping effect.[39] Depending
on ν = n−m (mod 3), excitonic energies are either lower or higher than indicated by the
linear relationship in 1/d. For the ν = 1 family, exciton energies are lower for E11 and
higher for E22. For ν = 2, this behavior is exactly reversed. Near-armchair tubes follow
the linear 1/d relationship closely, while near-zigzag tubes lie at the ends of the branches.
Whether the branch tilts towards lower or higher energies depends on which side of the K
point the subband cuts the graphene Brillouin zone, between K and Γ point, or between
K and M point.

PLE maps are widely used to characterize the chirality distribution of nanotube samples.
To this end, PL spectroscopy is a very convenient and powerful tool, however, it harbors
several pitfalls. First, metallic nanotubes cannot be accounted for since they do not
exhibit luminescence. To map metallic tubes one has to resort to Raman spectroscopy.
Secondly, the light coupling strength depends on the chirality, so while one can compare
the intensity of a particular chirality across different samples, comparing PL emission
intensities of different chiralities to one another is much more difficult. Lastly, the
luminescence intensity is highly sensitive to the bundling state of carbon nanotubes.
Bundled nanotubes do not exhibit luminescence because typically faster non-radiative
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2.1. Carbon nanotubes

Figure 2.7. Kataura plot of the transition energies E11, E22, . . . against 1/d. Semi-
conducting chiralities with ν = 1 are given by open circles, semiconducting chiralities
with ν = 2 are given by dotted circles, metallic tubes by full circles. Results in (a) are
calculated by tight binding in the single particle picture. (b) takes many-body effects
into account, and matches the experimental data (crosses) well. From Ref. [40].

recombination pathways exist for excitons. It has been demonstrated that the bundling
prevalence differs between different chiralities, resulting in a disproportionate PL intensity
distribution.[41]

2.1.4. Chirality separation

In effect, different nanotube chiralities are different materials with distinct optoelectronic
properties. Many of the countless applications nanotubes have been suggested for crucially
hinge on the procurement of single chirality samples. In principle, there are two ways of
approaching this problem, monochiral growth and ex-post separation. Despite extensive
efforts to attain chirality selective growth, resounding success remains elusive. Currently,
nanotube growth can be restricted to a reasonably narrow diameter range, however, tubes
of very similar diameter can have highly disparate optoelectronic properties, see Sec. 2.1.1.
Post-growth separation is at present the only viable road to monochiral samples.

Nanotube sorting is a large and very active field of research with a sizable range of
approaches; we will give a very brief overview, for an extensive review see Ref. [42].
The first approach for nanotube sorting was selective chemistry. Reactivity with

diazonium salts depends on the number of electrons near the Fermi energy EF , resulting
in selective functionalization of metallic nanotubes. By ionizing the covalently attached
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2. Introduction

salt, metallic and semiconducting tubes can then be separated through electrophoresis.[43]
Tubes can also be separated into their electronic type through a gel squeezing based
method. This approach relies on the selective interaction of metallic tubes with the
gel.[44; 45; 46] Dielectrophoresis and selective destruction are also used for separation by
electronic type only. Density gradient ultracentrifugation allows sorting nanotubes not
only by electronic type but by their buoyant density in micellar suspension.[47]

Several surfactants display chiral preferences. Solubilization through polymers with
varying aromatic moieties results in differences in the chirality distributions as observed
in PLE maps.[48; 49] Similar results have been reported with large biomolecules: some
oligonucleotide patterns in single stranded DNA solubilize certain nanotube chiralities
preferentially.[50; 51; 52] These interactions are generally attributed to the characteristic
spatial pattern of the extended π orbital network along the nanotube axis. This pattern
depends on the chiral vector (n,m), i. e., the chirality. Small surfactants containing
aromatic moieties can also change the photoluminescence intensity distribution across
different chiralities.[53; 54; 55; 56]

While some progress has undoubtedly been made in advancing nanotube chirality
separation, none of the current methods are satisfactory in terms of throughput or
scalability. Especially DNA based methods as well as large column chromatography hold
promise, for the moment the problem of nanotube sorting very much remains.

2.2. Energy transfer systems

Energy transfer systems in their basic form consist of two subsystems, the designated
donor D and the designated acceptor A, with respective absorption and emission spectra
f(λ)absD , f(λ)emD , and f(λ)absA , f(λ)emA . For energy transfer to be possible, the emission
spectrum of the donor f(λ)emD has to possess a spectral overlap with the absorption
spectrum of the acceptor, f(λ)absA , see Fig 2.8. When the donor system D is brought
into an excited state, usually through radiative excitation, there is a probability that
this excitation is subsequently transferred into the acceptor system A. Consequently, the
spectroscopic signature of energy transfer is (i) a quenching of the donor’s own emission,
and (ii) emission of the acceptor A after excitation of the donor D.

There are two types of fluorescence energy transfer, Förster resonance and Dexter
energy transfer.[57] The Förster resonance energy transfer stems from the coupling of
dipoles: The exciton in the donor induces a mirror dipole in the acceptor. The two dipoles
then couple together, resulting in a finite probability for non-radiative energy transfer.
The other possible mechanism, the Dexter energy transfer, involves the physical exchange
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2.2. Energy transfer systems

Wavelength

In
te
ns
ity

abs. abs.em. em.
D A

Figure 2.8. Absorption and emission spectra of the donor D (blue) and the acceptor A
(green). For energy transfer to be possible, the emission of the donor and the absorption
of the acceptor have to spectrally overlap. The overlap is marked in orange.

of two electrons. An excited electron is passed from the donor D to the acceptor A, while
a ground state electron is passed from the acceptor to the donor. Both processes are
schematically depicted in Fig. 2.9. For spin singlet systems the two processes cannot be
distinguished by their outcomes. Energy transfer in spin triplet systems is only possible
when the electrons are physically exchanged, i. e., in the Dexter transfer.

The transfer efficiency for both processes crucially depends on the distance between
donor and acceptor. For Dexter energy transfer the distance range is restricted by the
necessity of electron orbital overlap, with typical exchange distances below 1 nm. Because
the Dexter process requires a double electron transfer, the transfer rate is much lower
than for the Förster transfer. For triplet-triplet transfer systems the Förster coupling
is forbidden, and the Dexter transfer becomes the dominant mechanism. The Förster
resonance is a dipole interaction, and thus has a much larger range of up to several 10 nm.
The transfer efficiencies of almost unity achieved in nanotube-chromophore complexes
indicate that the relevant transfer mechanism here is the Förster resonance, see Section 2.3.
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Förster
resonance

Dexter

D A

D A

Figure 2.9. Fluorescence energy transfer comes in two flavors. Förster resonance (top)
is based on dipole-dipole coupling between donor D and acceptor A, while the Dexter
transfer (bottom) involves a double electron transfer. An excited electron is passed from
donor D to acceptor A, while a ground state electron is passed back. For spin singlet
systems the result is identical for both mechanisms.

2.2.1. Förster resonance energy transfer

Dipole mediated energy transfer was first observed and recognized as such in 1922 in a
thallium mercury vapor mixture. A quantitative description was formulated in the second
half of the 1940s by Theodor Förster. For a short historical review of the Förster process
see Ref. [58].
A system with a Förster-like coupling is completely characterized by one parameter,

the Förster radius R0. R0 is defined as the distance between the two subsystems at
which half of the excitations created in the donor are transferred into the acceptor, and
half decay in the donor itself. The Förster radius can be derived quasi-classically: The
dipole-dipole term of the multipole expansion of the Coulombic interaction between two
charge densities is considered in a point-dipole approximation, yielding for R0

R0 =

ΦD ·
9cκ2

64π2n4

∞∫
0

fD(λ)fA(λ)λ2dλ

1/6

, (2.5)

with fD(λ) the normalized emission spectrum of the donor and fA(λ) the normalized
absorption spectrum of the acceptor, ΦD the fluorescence quantum yield of the donor,
n the refractive index of the medium, c the speed of light, and where κ2 = [0...4] is a
parameter specifying the relative orientation of the dipoles. For unknown orientations
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the orientational average is used, κ2 = 2/3. Using Eq. (2.5), the Förster radius R0 can be
calculated for any energy transfer system for which the emission spectrum of the donor
fD(λ) and the absorbance spectrum of the acceptor fA(λ) are known.
The efficiency of the energy transfer E is given by E = 1− FAD/FD, where FAD is the

fluorescence emission of the donor in the presence and FD the fluorescence emission of
the donor in the absence of acceptor A, respectively. Hence, FAD/FD is the fluorescence
quenching of the donor D in the presence of the acceptor A. The transfer efficiency E is
experimentally easily accessible and in conjunction with the analytically calculated R0

yields the distance R between the donor D and the acceptor A

R = R0 · 6

√
1

E
− 1 = R0 ·

6

√
FAD
FD

. (2.6)

Hence, the experimentally measured transfer efficiency can be used as a molecular ruler
in conjunction with the analytically calculated Förster radius R0 of the system.

2.3. Carbon nanotube - chromophore energy transfer
systems

Energy transfer complexes can be created from nanotubes and chromophores. Many
chromophores emit in the visible, where semiconducting nanotubes absorb light: The E22

of HiPco nanotubes typically range between 500-800 nm depending on chirality, see the
photoluminescence excitation map in Fig. 2.6. So, in principle, chromophores with an
appropriate emission resulting in a spectral overlap with the absorption of the nanotubes
are suitable for nanotube-chromophore energy transfer complexes, see Fig. 2.10. While
the HOMO and LUMO levels of molecules are typically depicted as discrete energy levels,
they generally are not spectrally sharp, owing to vibrational states. This is seen in typical
absorbance and luminescence spectra of dyes. Both absorbance and emission typically
range over many 100meV. Consequently, it is possible to choose a chromophoric unit for
which the emission spectrum overlaps with all E22 energies in a typical nanotube sample.
This is a very general idea, and the actual creation of the energy transfer complexes is
a highly non-trivial task. As seen in Sec. 2.2, the energy transfer efficiency depends on
the distance in the sixth power, making a close spatial proximity between the dye as
excitation donor and the nanotube as excitation acceptor paramount.
Energy transfer from a chromophore into carbon nanotubes was first observed by Qu

et al. in 2002.[59] Nanotubes were covalently functionalized with pyrene derivatives,
whereupon the fluorescence, not, however, the absorbance, of the pyrene was quenched, a
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Figure 2.10. Schematic diagram of the lineup of the band structure of a semiconducting
carbon nanotube with the HOMO and LUMO of a dye. The HOMO-LUMO gap of the
dye has to be the same size as one of the resonant transitions in the nanotube. The
resonant transitions of the nanotube are energetically narrow, but typical dye emissions
are broad due to vibrational states. In the lower panel the anticipated result is illustrated:
After the excitation of the dye the exciton is passed into the nanotube. In the nanotube
the exciton relaxes to the E11 ground state, from where it can radiatively recombine.
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strong indication for energy transfer. The subsequent luminescence emission of the nano-
tubes was not observed. For one, photoluminescence from nanotubes had only just been
observed a couple of months earlier for the first time,[32] and covalent functionalization
strongly quenches the nanotube luminescence due to the introduction of defects in the sp2

bonded carbon network which serve as non-radiative recombination sites, see Sec. 2.1.3.
However, this means other mechanisms for the pyrene luminescence quenching could
not be completely ruled out. For instance, the spatial ordering of the pyrene derivative
molecules on the carbon nanotube may have led to self-quenching.

The first time that energy transfer from a chromophore was demonstrated unambigu-
ously was in 2005 by Feng et al. [60] in multiwall nanotubes which were non-covalently
functionalized through π-π stacking with perylene derivatives. Multiwall nanotubes, just
like bundles and covalently functionalized tubes, do not exhibit any photoluminescence,
see Sec. 2.1.3. However, after excitation of the perylene derivatives a jump in the pho-
tocurrent of the nanotubes was observed, a testament to additional electron-hole pairs
stemming from the perylene.

Spectroscopic observation of the NT luminescence in the infrared after excitation
of the chromophore was reported two years later by Yanagi et al.[61] In their study
squarylium dye was inserted into the nanotube. Upon excitation of dye an emission from
the nanotube was observed, see Fig. 2.11. Nish et al. reported similar results in 2008 for
polymer-wrapped nanotubes.[62]

Aside from endohedral and polymer functionalization two other methods of creating
nanotube-chromophore energy transfer complexes have been demonstrated. First, the
incorporation of chromophoric units into surfactants, the subject of this thesis. [9; 10;
55; 56; 63] Nanotubes are strongly hydrophobic and are typically dispersed with the help
of surfactants in a ultrasonication and centrifugation procedure. The incorporation of
the chromophore, in this case a perylene derivative, into the surfactant ensures spatial
proximity and temporal stability. The PLE maps in Fig. 2.12 show a sodium cholate (SC)
suspended HiPco sample on the left and the same sample suspended with a functional
surfactant, C16, entailing a perylene derivative unit. All peaks above the gray line are the
E22 excitation/ E11 emission peaks and are seen in both SC and C16 samples. The peaks
below the gray line correspond to the E11 emission of the nanotubes after an excitation
of the C16 surfactant. On the right in Fig. 2.12 we show the luminescence of C16 before
(top) and after (bottom) complexation with nanotubes. The luminescence is quenched by
a factor of up to 104.[9] The precise design of the tailored surfactant turned out to be of
great importance for both qualities as a surfactant and for the energy transfer capabilities.
Of ten tailored surfactants five formed energy transfer complexes.[63] The suitability as a
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Figure 2.11. PLE map of nanotubes before (a) and after (b) insertion of squarylium dye
into the carbon nanotubes. Note the nanotube emission after excitations ∼700 nm after
insertion of the dye. This is the nanotube luminescence after excitation energy transfer
from the dye. From Ref. [61].

surfactant also varied, see Fig. 2.13, which shows stylized surfactant symbols ranked by
nanotube solubilization and individualization quality, Fig. 2.13 a. We show the number
of suspended bundles vs. the photoluminescence intensity per tube, a measure for the
amount of individualized tubes, see Sec. 2.1.3. In Fig. 2.13 b the same data on the y-axis
are plotted against alkyl chain lengths (alkyl chains are depicted in green), indicating that
there is an ideal length for the alkyl chains in a tailored functional surfactant. Including
the chromophoric unit into a functional surfactant has proved to be a temporally stable
and highly efficient way of forming energy transfer complexes.

The other route is the functionalization via micelle swelling. In 2008 it was reported
that organic solvents can enter the micelles of bile salt suspended nanotubes in water.[64]
Dichlorobenzene (DCB), a water immiscible organic solvent, was stirred into a solution of
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDBS) suspended
tubes. Spectroscopically, three effects were observed. (i) The luminescence of the
nanotubes was temporarily quenched, but recovered gradually after many hours to the
original level. This was rationalized by the organic immiscible solvent entering the
nanotube micelles, which are unpolar on the inside. In the micelle, they perturb the
dielectric environment of the nanotube, resulting in increased non-radiative recombination.
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Figure 2.12. PLE maps of a SC suspended HiPco sample (left) and a C16 suspended
sample (middle). Note that the E22 excitation/ E11 emission peaks and are seen above the
gray line in both samples. The peaks below the gray line in the C16 sample correspond
to the E11 emission of the nanotubes after excitation of the dye in the C16 molecule. The
C16 luminescence is shown on the right before (top) and after (bottom) complexation
with nanotubes. It is quenched by up to 104.

Figure 2.13. Ten functional surfactants are ranked by the quality of their solubilization
and individualization of nanotubes. In panel a the number of bundles in the sample is
plotted agains the PL intensity per tube. High values for the PL intensity correspond
to good individualization. In panel b the same PL intensity data are shown against the
alkly chain lengths, alkyl chains are depicted in green. From Ref. [63].
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Figure 2.14. Diagrammatic depiction of the chromophoric insertion into a surfactant sus-
pended micelle via swelling of the micelle. Both organic solvent (green) and chromophore
(red) are introduced into the micelle surrounding the nanotube, but only the solvent
evaporates subseqently, resulting in micelle suspended nanotube-chromophore complexes.
From Ref. [65]

Eventually, the DCB evaporates and the luminescence recovers fully. (ii) Together with
the quenching, a shift in the luminescence peaks is observed. This points to a different
dielectric environment caused by DCB inside the micelles. (iii) The luminescence of some
chiralities was permanently enhanced. This indicates that the micelles reorganize around
the nanotubes such that certain preferentially bundling chiralities are separated more
efficiently, leading to increased luminescence, see Sec. 2.1.3.
Roquelet et al. used the micelle swelling technique with organic chromophores as

a vehicle for introducing chromophores into the micelles.[65; 66; 67; 68] Organic chro-
mophores are typically soluble in organic media, i. e., in DCB but not in water. By
mixing the chromophores in volatile organic media into aqueous solutions of bile salt
suspended nanotubes, both solvent and chromophores are introduced into the nanotube
micelles, see Fig. 2.14. The solvent gradually evaporates out of the micelle, leaving the
nanotube-chromophore complexes behind in the micelle. This approach is more flexible
than the tailored design of functional surfactants, but is also less robust. Additionally,
some chromophores do not lend themselves to micelle swelling, see Sec. A.1.
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Endohedral functionalization of carbon nanotubes with squarilium dye yielding energy
transfer complexes was reported from the Kataura group in Tokyo in 2007,[61] and first
successes in the functionalization with polymers resulting in energy transfer into tubes
were achieved by the group around Nichols in Oxford the following year.[62] When I set
out on this project in 2010, energy transfer between chromophores and structurally intact
single wall nanotubes had not been demonstrated for non-covalent functionalization with
single molecules. Simultaneously with this work, the Lauret and Voisin groups in Paris
developed the micelle swelling technique, which is covered in Sec. 2.3.[65; 66; 67; 68]
Figure 3.1 shows all three routes to creating energy transfer complexes: (A) exohedral
non-covalent functionalization with small molecules (B) polymer wrapping, and (C)
endohedral functionalization.

Our approach to this problem was the incorporation of a dye unit into a surfactant
molecule. The surfactant would then both solubilize the tubes in water, and at the same
time form energy transfer complexes with the tube. This tailored surfactant had to entail
three functional units: A hydrophilic part for water solubility, a hydrophobic part for the
interaction with the nanotubes, and the chromophore itself, see Fig. 3.2. We opted for
perylene derivatives, mostly perylene diimides, as the chromophoric unit. This choice

A B

C

Figure 3.1. Functionalization of nanotubes: (A) Exohedral non-covalent functionalization
with small molecules, (B) polymer-wrapping of nanotubes, (C) endohedral functionaliza-
tion. Adapted from Ref. [69].
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Figure 3.2. Functional units for the assembly of the energy transfer surfactant. A perylene
derived dye (red) is responsible for the energy transfer capability. Water solubility is
afforded by the hydrophilic polyglycerol dendron (blue), and the interaction with the
nanotubes is mediated by the alkyl chains (green).

was made for several reasons. As detailed in Sec 2.3, the emission spectrum of the donor
D has to overlap with the absorption spectrum of the acceptor A, here the nanotubes.
The nanotube E22 transition energies for HiPco samples lie around 550 nm-780 nm, which
matches the emission of the perylene derivatives. Furthermore, the perylenes absorb from
450 nm-520 nm, a spectral region without resonant nanotube transitions. Consequently,
if an excitation in the chromophore absorption band is followed by an emission at an
energy characteristic of nanotube E11 energies in the NIR, we can be sure that energy
transfer has occurred. Additionally, perylene has a luminescence quantum yield of 0.99,
and possesses extended π orbitals which can interact with the nanotube’s π orbitals for
efficient stacking.[8; 70]

For the hydrophilic part of the tailored surfactant we chose a polyglycerol dendron;
this constituted an unusual choice because PG dendrons are difficult to synthesize. Most
surfactants utilize a charged or dipolar headgroup (including all bile salt surfactants) or
non-ionic polyethylene glycol (PEG) instead. PEG is similar to PG dendrons, however, it
is a linear chain molecule, lacking the tree-like characteristic of the dendron, see Fig. 3.2.
PG dendrons are well known for their ideal biocompatibility:[71; 72; 73; 74; 15] Proteins
do not stick to PG dendrons, consequently these molecular units are used, for instance,
as coatings in anti-fouling surfaces. This low level of interaction with proteins makes
them also attractive for biomedical surfactants, since protein function can be impeded by
adsorbed contaminants such as nanotubes.
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The last unit of the functional surfactant is the hydrophobic alkyl chain, which is found
in almost all traditional nanotube surfactants. The chains interact with the nanotube
itself, solubilizing and individualizing it.

These three building blocks can be combined in multiple ways, resulting in a family
of structurally similar surfactants which we later use to investigate the effects of design
on surfactant function. The first molecule that we developed which both solubilized
nanotubes and formed energy transfer complexes is shown in Fig. 3.3. The resultant
photoluminescence measurements of the energy transfer complexes are shown in Fig. 2.12.
The left and middle panels respectively show luminescence maps for HiPco nanotubes
solubilized with SC and the perylene based energy transfer surfactant. All peaks below
the gray line correspond to the E11 emission of the nanotubes after an excitation through
the absorption band of the perylene. Consequently, they are only observed in the perylene
surfactant solubilized sample. All peaks above the gray line correspond to the E11 emission
of the nanotubes after an excitation at the E22 energies of the corresponding chiralities
and are seen in both samples. Fig. 2.12, right, shows the luminescence of the functional
surfactant itself before (top) and after (bottom) complexation to the nanotubes. The
quenching of the perylene luminescence emission in the presence of nanotubes is evident.

The main challenge that had to be overcome for solubilizing nanotubes with the
functional perylene based surfactant consisted in finding the right parameters for the
solubilization process. Perylene possesses a hot luminescence in the near infrared. Con-
sequently, if too much surfactant is used, the free perylene surfactant masks the energy
transfer signal. On the other hand, when too little surfactant is used, the nanotubes
remain bundled and the degree of nanotube individualization is not sufficient for observ-
ing photoluminescence, see Sec. 2.1.3. The protracted process of determining the right
processing parameters is detailed in section A.1.1.

Fortunately, once a good sample preparation protocol was devised, the molecule’s
solubilization behavior emerged as superb. The interaction strength between nanotube
and perylene based surfactant is unusually large owing to the intimate π-π stacking
mechanism, skewing the dynamic equilibrium between adsorbed and free dye at room
temperature heavily in the favor of the adsorbed form. Hence, it is possible to find
concentration parameters for which almost all surfactant is adsorbed onto nanotubes,
reducing the free perylene’s own emission to almost zero. These proof of principle results
were published in the first of the papers comprising this thesis, Ernst et al., Adv. Funct.
Mater. 22, 3921-3926 (2012).

We followed up this work by investigating ten structurally similar surfactants to
determine the criteria governing (i) whether a molecule is a potent surfactant, efficiently
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Figure 3.3. First functional surfactant with energy transfer capabilities.

solubilizing and debundling nanotubes, and (ii) whether a surfactant with a chromophoric
unit forms energy transfer complexes with the nanotubes. The morphology of ten
surfactants was systematically varied and the solubilization and energy transfer behavior
assessed. The modularity of this approach allowed us to systematically determine which
characteristics are beneficial, and which features best to avoid in the design of functional
surfactants. These results are applicable to any kind of functional surfactant for which
proximity to the nanotube is paramount.

The assessment of the surfactant capabilities of all ten molecules is shown in Fig. 2.13.
Panel a) shows a plot of the number of bundles in the samples against the photolumi-
nescence intensity per nanotube for every surfactant molecule. The photoluminescence
intensity per tube is a good measure for the degree of individualization, see also Sec. 2.1.3.
We note that the molecules performances as surfactants are diverse. Some surfactants
are very good at solubilizing nanotubes, but not at individualizing them. Some other
molecules are excellent surfactants with very high luminescence intensities per tube, and
three molecules do not interact well with nanotubes at all. The same data on the lumines-
cence intensities per tube are displayed again in Fig. 2.13 b), this time plotted against the
total length of all alkyl chains in the molecule. We find a very clear pattern: Longer alkyl
chains make for better surfactants, until a maximum total alkyl chain length of 20 carbon
atoms is reached. Beyond this length, the surfactant becomes less efficient again, which
we attribute to increased desire to form micelles without adsorbing to the nanotubes.
Note that the one molecule without the polyglycerol dendron for the hydrophilic unit is
not a good surfactant. Instead of the PG dendron the molecule possesses a linear PEG
chain. The exact counterpart surfactant with a PG dendron is the best surfactant in our
study, demonstrating that the PG dendron is necessary for this type of surfactant design.
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The exact morphology of the alkyl chains on the other hand is of little importance for the
surfactant’s dispersion capabilities.

We also evaluate the surfactants’ propensity for forming energy transfer complexes
with nanotubes, and find that complexes made with five of the molecules exhibit energy
transfer as demonstrated in photoluminescence measurements. However, it is possible
that energy transfer also takes place in some, or all, of the other surfactants. Since they
do not debundle the nanotubes sufficiently, we cannot resolve a possible energy transfer
in luminescence measurements. In conclusion, we recommend for the general design of
closely stacking functional surfactants that the functional unit be bound to two parallel
alkyl chains with a combined length of 20 carbon atoms on one side, and a PG dendron
attached to the surfactant core with an alkyl chain on the other side. The outlined results
on the design of functional energy transfer surfactants were published in the second paper
of this thesis, Ernst et al., J. Phys. Chem.C 117, 1157-1162 (2013).

Subsequently, we investigated the energy transfer mechanism in the five energy transfer
surfactants. Based on the quenching rate of 104 of the donor’s emission, we know this
is a Förster-type interaction, see Sec. 2.2. The quenching rate in Förster resonance
energy transfer only depends on the distance between donor and acceptor, as well as a
characteristic distance for the particular donor and acceptor pair, known as the Förster
radius R0. The Förster radius of a system depends on the overlap integral between the
donor emission f(λ)D and the acceptor absorption f(λ)A, the fluorescence quantum yield
of the donor ΦD, the relative orientation between the dipoles κ2, the refractive index of
the medium n, and the speed of light c. Of these, only κ2 is unknown. We approximate
κ2 as the orientational average, κ2 = 2/3, and are then able to calculate the Förster
radius R0 of the perylene unit with the nanotubes. Since the different chiralities have
different E22 transition energies, the spectral overlap integral varies for different tubes
slightly, yiedling R0 = 5.3 nm-6.6 nm. From the quenching rate we can now determine
the actual distance between tube and chromophore, namely 1.2 nm-1.5 nm.

Subtracting the radius of the tube from this distance, the result is on the order of the
van-der-Waals distance of 0.34 nm for graphitic systems, indicating close stacking between
chromophore and tube. We further analyze the excitation channels of all complexes.
Surprisingly, the excitation characteristics vary for the different complexes: The five
surfactants fall into two groups which differ in the spectral form of their luminescence
excitation spectra as well as their excitation transfer rates. The PLE spectra of all
five molecules and complexes are shown in Fig. 3.4. The first group comprises three
closely stacking molecules. The molecules in the second group stack even more closely as
indicated by a 40% higher transfer rate into the nanotube, accompanied by a change in
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Figure 3.4. Photoluminescence excitation spectra of the indicated molecules alone (blue)
and the nanotube-molecule complexes (purple). The PLE spectra for molecules and
complexes are similar to each other for the three surfactants in the first line. For the two
molecules in the second line, they are different from each other in a similar way, indicating
a change in stacking on the tube.

the spectral form of the luminescence excitation spectra. This change in the PLE spectra
has been reported for close stacking of perylenes.[75; 76; 77] We extend this formalism
to perylene stacking on nanotubes. The closer stacking indicated by these changes is
attributed to the higher flexibility of the perylene core in the molecules. The perylene
derivative in the most closely stacking molecules is bound to flexible alkyl and PEG chains
on both sides. The other three surfactants have alkyl chains on one side and the bulky
dendron on the other side, precluding the possibility of stacking as closely.

These results pertaining to the energy transfer characteristics and the excitation
channels of the five energy transfer complexes were published as the third of the papers
comprising this thesis, Ernst et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 102, 233105 (2013).

The close stacking as indicated by the analysis of the quenching behavior of the
chromophore is experimentally investigated in high resolution TEM. Figure 3.5 is a
micrograph of nanotubes solubilized with a perylene based surfactant. The nanotubes
are clearly partially covered in a nanocrystalline material, presumably the surfactant. To
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Figure 3.5. High resolution TEM micrograph of carbon nanotubes solubilized with a
perylene surfactant. The nanotube is seen to be partially covered by a nanocrystalline
material, in all likelihood the surfactant. EELS will be done to confirm.

confirm, EELS measurements are underway. This work is done in collaboration with Raul
Arenal in Zaragoza, manuscript in preparation.

Papers four and five, Ernst et al., Phys. Status Solidi (b) 249, 2465-2468 (2012) and
Ernst et al., Phys. Status Solidi (RRL), accepted (2013), concern themselves with the
chiral selectivity of the perylene based surfactants. Carbon nanotube solubilization with
perylene derived surfactants results in a luminescence intensity distribution across the
chiralities that differs markedly from standard bile salt surfactants such as SC. Figure 3.6
shows the intensity differences comparing a HiPco sample solubilized with a perylene
based surfactant to the same sample solubilized with SC.

For several chiralities belonging to the same 2n+m = const laola family 23 the lumi-
nescence is enhanced by several hundred percent. This luminescence intensity increase
can have two possible causes: (i) enhanced solubilization through the perylene based sur-
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Figure 3.6. Differences in the photoluminescence intensity of different chiralities between
HiPco nanotubes solubilized with SC and the same tubes solubilized with a perylene
surfactant. Large numbers indicate the 2n+m = const laola family.

factant, and (ii) more efficient debundling for certain chiralities. It has been reported that
some chiralities have a greater tendency to bundle, resulting in their underrepresentation
in luminescence measurements since bundles do not exhibit luminescence.[41]
Resonant Raman measurements are less sensitive to bundling state. By comparing

resonant Raman profiles for several tubes between a perylene surfactant solubilized
sample and a bile salt reference, we ascertain that the actual abundance of chiralities
differs between these samples. Perylene based surfactants preferentially solubilize certain
chiralities. However, the differences found in the Raman activity do not account for the
entire increase in luminescence intensity.
To determine whether enhanced debundling is also a factor, we resort to the micelle

swelling technique, see Sec. 2.3. Nanotubes suspended in bile salt micelles are stirred with
DCM. The solvent enters the micelles because their inside is also unpolar, and gradually
evaporates. The presence of the organic solvent causes a structural reorganization of the
micelles. Generally, luminescence intensity for all chiralities increases, but the degree of
enhancement varies. Swelling the micelle with a solvent containing organic chromophores
further changes the luminescence intensities. Some chiralities are almost universally
enhanced, indicating that the additional chromophore aids the individualization process.
We conclude that the perylene unit in the functional surfactants interacts with nanotubes
such that it both preferentially solubilizes particular chiralities, and debundles certain
tubes more efficiently than bile salt surfactants.
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In one way, this thesis puts a definite end point to my PhD project: All originally
envisaged objectives have been met. That having been said, modification of the nanotube
optoelectronic properties in general and creation of energy transfer complexes in particular
are very much still an ongoing focus of research for us. For this, my thesis lies the
groundwork. In this chapter I will give a brief overview over related research work that is
underway.

One advantage of the surfactant-based creation of energy transfer complexes lies in the
fact that the working medium is water. Both the functionalization with polymers and
the endohedral nanotube filling, approaches (B) and (C) in Fig. 3.1, only work in organic
media. The functional surfactant we devised is charge neutral and independent of pH,
which, together with the biocompatibility provided by the polyglycerol dendrons, makes
our surfactant an ideal candidate for nanotube labeling in biomedical applications. The
surfactant does not increase the size of the suspended nanotube compared to traditional
biocompatible surfactants such as polysorbates or poloxamers. The additional excitation
band provided by the chromophoric unit allows luminescence excitation of all nanotubes at
the same wavelength, see Fig. 4.1. This effect is commonly achieved by attaching a tradi-
tional fluorophore at the expense of increased size.[78] We tried to use the micelle swelling
method to replicate similar systems; however, traditional biocompatible surfactants do
not lend themselves to micelle swelling and no biocompatible energy transfer complexes
could be produced with these traditional surfactants. A cell viability study is currently
underway to test the biocompatibility of perylene surfactant suspended nanotubes, and
results look promising.

One of the characteristics of nanotubes much valued in biomedical applications is
the fact that their luminescence emission lies in the near infrared, a window of relative
optical tissue transparency. Their excitation wavelengths at the respective E22 transition
energies, however, do not fall into the same window. To counteract this shortcoming,
we are functionalizing nanotubes with a two photon absorber entailing a perylene unit
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Figure 4.1. Chromophoric surfactants are ideal candidates for labeling carbon nanotubes
in vivo: Luminescence excitation at a single wavelength results in a signal from all
nanotubes, as opposed to only the chiralities in resonance.

for stacking and energy transfer.[79] Our hope is that this will open an additional two
photon absorption band in the NIR. Two photon absorbers are often used in fluorescence
imaging because they allow more precise spatial localization and deliver reliable imaging
in tissue depths of several 100µm.[80]

Transient absorption experiments that we have already undertaken in conjunction
with Christophe Voisin’s group in Paris show that the energy transfer is faster than
the experimental response function, i. e., 100 fs. Interestingly, the transfer into the tube
becomes less efficient as a function of rising excitation intensity, despite the fact that
both chromophore and nanotube on their own behave linearly in this intensity regime.
Intriguingly, this behavior is not unique to perylene, but is also found in nanotube energy
transfer complexes with other chromophores. The exact dependence of the transfer
efficiency on the photon fluence and the causative physical mechanism are currently under
investigation.

Very recently, Biswas et al. demonstrated the viability of phototransitors based on
spectrally sensitized nanotubes in a proof of principle paper.[81] The sensitization itself
is done with CdSe-ZnS quantum dots, which were washed over the contacted nanotube.
Functionalization with chromophores in the solution phase may lead to an advantage
in terms of maximum coverage and temporal stability, as the π-π stacking results in a
tight binding between the energy transfer subunits. Using the micelle swelling approach,
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Figure 4.2. Nanotubes suspended in SDS are deposited selectively onto functionalized parts
of the substrate via an interaction between the substrate and the SDS. a) Diagrammatic
depiction, b) SEM image showing the high coverage afforded by this approach. Scale bar
2µm. c) SEM and d) AFM images of nanotubes in trenches with widths of 200 nm. Scale
bars 500nm. From Ref. [82].

the optical transistor can also be combined with recent groundbreaking advances in the
scalability of nanotube assembly into devices. The group around Wilfried Haensch at the
IBM Watson Research Center showed that by using selective chemistry on the substrate,
SDS solubilized nanotubes can be placed highly efficiently into narrow trenches, see
Fig. 4.2 a.[82] Using this method, 10 000 devices are placed on a single chip. Using the
micelle swelling technique, the SDS solubilized nanotubes can be functionalized with a
chromophore before deposition, making this a promising approach for phototransistors.

Another question we are currently investigating is whether it is possible to transition
from an energy transfer system to a charge transfer system in nanotube-chromophore
complexes. When an electrochemical potential is applied to such a system it is not
mandatory that both Fermi levels shift at the same rate, thus opening the possibility of
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Figure 4.3. Left: Type I heterojunction. Both excited carriers are transferred into the tube.
This is the band lineup of all systems investigated in this thesis. When an electrochemical
potential is applied, the shift experienced by the subsystems may be disparate, opening
the possibility of ending up in a type II heterojunction situation (right). Here, only one
of the charge carriers is energetically allowed to transit into the tube. Note that Förster
resonance energy transfer is allowed for both type I and type II heterojunctions as it
based on a transfer of energy, not a transfer of charge carriers.

transitioning from a type I heterojunction to a type II heterojunction as illustrated in
Fig. 4.3. Because the absolute band gap of either system does not change, Förster resonance
energy transfer is still allowed in the type II junction. Which mechanism dominates
depends on the time scales involved. Unlike double charge transfers as mandated in the
Dexter transfer, transfer of single charges may take place on a comparable timescale with
the dipole-dipole interaction based Förster resonance.

The last project to come out of this PhD thesis is based on the functionalization with
polymers. Certain polymers are known to wrap around nanotubes in a helical fashion,
for instance PFO-P, see Fig. 4.4. Note that PFO-P only has sidechains on one side of
its backbone. Consequently, functional units can be attached to the other side of the
backbone, effectively turning the polymer into a scaffold. PFO-P is a block polymer, which
can be functionalized segmentally through a block copolymer approach. This gives us an
immensely powerful tool for segmentally modifying the nanotube optical properties, in
effect translating well known concepts from the growth of nanowires into their soft-matter
equivalent: Nanotubes. A schematic of this approach is shown in Fig. 4.5. Systems we
envisage to implement with this approach are manifold. We will give three examples here.

First, serial p-n junctions. Alternating electron and hole donors along the tube yields
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Figure 4.4. Some polymers are known to helically wrap around nanotubes, such as PFO-P,
here as calculated in a molecular dynamics simulation. Note that this polymer only has
sidechains on one side of its backbone. From Ref. [49].

segmental doping. Electron and hole doped sections will alternate, resulting in a very high
density of p-n junctions at the borders between the segments in the nanotube. So, upon
radiative excitation of the p- and n-donors, holes and electrons respectively will enter the
tube. Nanotubes intrinsically emit in the NIR, so when charge carriers recombine at the
segment borders, the nanotube turns into a mesoscopic LED with an emission in the near
infrared.

Second, spin-polarized transport. To achieve spin-polarized transport through the
nanotube, we will attach single molecule magnets, in this case Mn12, to the PFO-P
scaffold. Mn12 molecular magnets have a total spin S = 10,[83] which is enough to lift
the spin degeneracy of the electronic ground state in nanotubes, see Sec. 2.1.2, provided
the distance between nanotube and single molecule magnet is 1 nm or smaller, resulting
in magnetic fields of several 100mT.[84] These distances are achievable in the PFO-P
polymer functionalization. By aligning the single molecule magnets once in an external
magnetic field, the electronic ground state for one spin state is lowered, while the electronic
ground state for the other spin state is elevated. At low temperatures, this induces a
blockade for carriers of one spin type, see Fig. 4.6.

The third functionalization results in serial quantum dots. Again Mn12 molecular
magnets are used, however, now the functionalized segments of the PFO-P are alternated
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Figure 4.5. Nanowires can be grown such that their optoelectronic properties change
along the length of the wire. So far, this has been impossible for nanotubes. We will
use a helically wrapping polymer, PFO-P, as a scaffold for functional units. PFO-P
can be functionalized segmentally with different functional units, effectively dividing the
nanotube into sections with disparate optoelectronic properties.

Figure 4.6. A carbon nanotube is decorated with Mn12 molecular magnets via the PFO-P
scaffold along its length. The resulting magnetic field lifts the degeneracy of the electronic
ground state with respect to spin. The electronic ground state for spin up electrons is
lowered, while the ground state for spin down electrons is elevated. At low temperatures,
this results in a spin blockade for spin down electrons.
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with non-functionalized segments, creating a series of quantum wells for carriers of one
spin type. By making the functionalized segments short enough, quantum dots are created.
This is of great interest, for instance for quantum computing applications, since carbon-
based systems have exceptionally long spin decoherence times. Up to now, quantum dots
in carbon nanotubes are mostly prepared by placing electrodes around the nanotube after
deposition. Solution-phase processing and subsequent deposition make this costly step
superfluous.

In conclusion, I hope that this brief overview of research projects currently underway has
demonstrated that the creation of nanotube-chromophore energy transfer complexes for
us was only the first chapter in the tailoring of nanotube optoelectronics. Understanding
the molecular interactions between functional subunits can be capitalized on for designing
intricate, yet scalable, self-assembly processes in nanotechnology. The future is full of
promise for the solution-phase creation of complex quantum systems.
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A | Methods

A.1. Sample preparation

A.1.1. Nanotube suspension with perylene surfactants

The success of suspending nanotubes with perylene surfactants depends critically on
the solubilization parameters. When too little surfactant is used, nanotubes are not
debundled sufficiently, resulting in the quenching of the luminescence. On the other hand,
when too much surfactant is used, the hot luminescence of the perylene in the infrared
masks large parts of the underlying spectrum. An example of moderate masking by excess
perylene surfactant is shown in Fig. A.1. Vexingly, it is not only the ratio of nanotube to
surfactant concentration that has to be determined, but the absolute concentration of
both. The amount of free surfactant interfering with optical measurements depends on
the dynamic equilibrium between adsorbed surfactant and free surfactant. By adding
more solvent to a perfect solution it can be made unusable for spectroscopic analysis.
Consequently, devising a good sample preparation protocol is an optimization process in
two parameters.

Because of the problem of masking we worked at low perylene surfactant concentrations
between 1 · 10−5M and 8 · 10−5M. The best results were obtained for concentrations of
6 · 10−5M. Fig. A.2 (a) shows the dependence of the perylene fluorescence signal in the
visible after an excitation at the surfactant’s absorption maximum at 495 nm as a function
of the nanotube preparation concentration ranging from 0.01 g/l to 0.15 g/l. By varying
the nanotube concentration by one order of magnitude, the fluorescence is quenched by
a factor of 104. Fig. A.2 (b) shows the same samples after the same excitation in the
perylene’s absorption band in the infrared emission range. This is the emission from the
nanotubes subsequent to the energy transfer. The nanotube signal rises as a function of
preparation concentration up to 0.09 g/l, and falls hereafter. The nanotube luminescence
falls although the nanotube preparation concentration rises because there is too little
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Figure A.1. HiPco nanotubes solubilized with a perylene based surfactant. Excess of
surfactant results in the masking of large spectral regions.

surfactant to debundle the tubes, resulting in luminescence quenching.

Fig. A.2 demonstrates that finding the right concentrations for efficient solubilization
of nanotubes with the perylene surfactant is difficult. However, note that the fluorescence
of the perylene is quenched for a NT preparation concentration of 0.11 g/l, while the
corresponding emission from the nanotube is strong. This indicates that once the right
concentrations have been worked out, the perylene surfactant suspends individualized
nanotubes with almost no free surfactant in the solution. This is also apparent from
the photoluminescence maps shown in this manuscript, see, for instance, Fig. 2.12. The
resulting samples are stable over many months and the sample preparation process is
very reliable: Once the correct parameters are determined, good samples are produced
faithfully.

The preparation protocol for C16: 0.11 g/l HiPco SWNTs (Unidym, batch SP0295)
are solubilized with 6 · 10−5M of surfactant. A 5ml sample is tip sonicated in a Bandelin
Sonopuls 2070 with a 3mm titanium tip at 30% intensity, 300ms per second, for 90min
at room temperature. Subsequently the sample is centrifuged at 31 500 g and 18◦C in
a Hettich MIKRO 220R tabletop microliter centrifuge. The supernatant is carefully
pipetted off, the rest is discarded.
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A.1. Sample preparation

Figure A.2. Photoluminescence intensity of perylene surfactant (a) and carbon nanotubes
after energy transfer (b) as a function of nanotube preparation concentration. The
excitation wavelength for both emission ranges is 495 nm, in the absorption band of the
perylene surfactant. Note that the SDS solubilized sample shows no signal in either
emission range as nanotubes have no intrinsic resonance at 495 nm.

A.1.2. Micelle swelling

0.1 g/l HiPco SWNTs (Unidym, batch SP0295) are solubilized with 2 wt% SC in deionized
water. A 10ml sample is tip sonicated in a Bandelin Sonopuls 2070 with a 3mm titanium
tip at 30% intensity, 300ms per second, for 60min at room temperature. Subsequently
the sample is centrifuged at 31 500 g and 23◦C in a Hettich MIKRO 220R tabletop
microliter centrifuge. The supernatant is carefully pipetted off, the rest is discarded.
Photoluminescence and absorption of the sample are measured to ensure the nanotubes
are well dispersed.

For the micelle swelling we found dichloromethane (DCM) is the best solvent to use. It
is immiscible with water, volatile and has a density of 1.33 g/cm3. Chromophoric DCM
solutions are prepared at a concentration of 1 g/l. To 2ml of nanotube-SC solution 0.2ml
of chromophoric DCM solution is added. The sample is tip sonicated at 10% intensity
and 500ms per second for 5min at room temperature, then stirred at 500 rpm for 24 h
without lid. After this period all DCM has evaporated. The sample is centrifuged again,
the supernatant pipetted off, the rest discarded. This protocoll was found to work for
anthracene, pyrene, m-terphenyl, o-terphenyl, p-terphenyl, nile red, α-quaterthiophene
(α4T), and dihexylsexithiophene (DH6T), resulting in chromophore-nanotube complexes
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suspended in SC micelles. The solutions are temporally stable.
The protocol does not work for perylene or perylene derivative dyes. Extensive experi-

mentation with different solvents, surfactants, sonication and stirring parameters did not
result in satisfactory samples. This is attributed to the fact that perylenes form stacks in
solution which are bulky and not amenable to micelle swelling.

A.2. Spectroscopic methods

All photoluminescence measurements were performed in a Horiba Jobin Yvon NanoLog,
see Fig. A.3. The excitation source is a 450W Xenon short arc lamp, which extends
from the UV to the near IR. A single excitation line is selected with a monochromator
with two mechanically coupled gratings (1200 grooves/mm, blazed at 500nm). Sample
compartments for both liquid and solid samples are in use. Light can either be collected
in front face or right angle configuration, the latter only works for liquid samples of low
optical density. Samples with high optical densities do not yield a signal at all owing to
absorption. Care has to be taken with right angle data from samples with intermediate
optical densities. These spectra may suffer from reabsorption effects. Corresponding beam
paths are indicated in Fig. A.3. Behind the sample compartment, the NanoLog features
a triple-grating turret with three gratings (1200 grooves/mm, blazed at 500 nm; 600
grooves/mm, blazed at 1000 nm; 150 grooves/mm, blazed at 1200 nm) and two detectors,
a photodiode for the visible (240 nm-1000 nm) and an InGaAs multi-channel detector for
the near IR (900 nm-1580 nm). Filters were used where necessary.
A blank was subtracted from all data, accounting for detector effects, and a lamp

correction was performed. Where luminescence intensities were extracted, we fitted every
peak with a Lorentzian and subtracted linear and constant background. As specified in
the papers, either peak volume or peak height were used as a proxy for peak intensity.
All analysis was performed in Mathematica and MATLAB.
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Figure A.3. Schematic diagram of the NanoLog photoluminescence spectrometer, see text
for details. Adapted from Ref [85].
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